
Door-to-door covid vaccination teams swarm North Carolina neighborhoods

Description

USA: Just as predicted, Beijing Biden’s “brownshirts” are now roving door to door in neighborhoods
across America trying to pressure people into getting injected on-the-spot for the Wuhan coronavirus
(Covid-19).According to reports, health department workers and community outreach groups in
Mecklenburg County (Charlotte), N.C., have accepted China Joe’s call to action in an area where the
current injection rate is less than half of the population. 

Resident Biden and his sidekick Kamala Harris are desperately trying to convince more Americans to
roll up their sleeves for permanent DNA modification amid a crescendo of mainstream media reports
about the “delta variant” and another they are calling the “lambda variant.”

The longer Americans refuse to obey the regime, the more “variants” they can expect to see come their
way – that is unless Biden’s dream-team jackboots are successful in their latest endeavor at injecting
more Americans.

In Mecklenburg County, the government has commissioned a “health professional” to be on standby to
administer Fauci Flu shots to eligible residents who “want one,” but who for whatever reason still have
not gotten one. Now they can get it done in their driveway.

Back in May, these same Branch Covidians canvassed neighborhoods all around Charlotte hounding
people to modify their genomes in the name of “science.” This was apparently not a success, so they
are trying it again a second time.

South Carolina says NO to door-to-door covid vaccine
canvassing

Mecklenburg County has thus far not provided any indicators as to the success of the current effort,
suggesting that it, too, is a dismal failure. It turns out that most Americans want nothing to do with the
Biden Jab, no matter how many times the government tries to give it to them.

“We’re not confrontational,” claimed Robert Dawkins, one of the Biden Brownshirt volunteers who is
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aiding in the endeavor.

“But our job is to dispel rumors and things. We get people that will say ‘yes, I will get the shot,’ but the
follow-up has always been the issue. Will they go? How can we get people to go out and go? So, now
that the health department is out with us, we miss that middle man.”

Nearby South Carolina, meanwhile, is taking a different approach. Gov. Henry McMaster has done
everything in his power to stop door-to-door vaccine canvassing, which prompted White House press
secretary Jen Psaki to throw a fit during a recent press meeting.

“The failure to provide accurate public health information, including the efficacy of vaccines and the
accessibility of them to people across the country, including South Carolina, is literally killing people, so
maybe they should consider that,” Psaki whined like some kind of drama queen.

We expect the Biden regime to continue trying to hound “hesitant” Americans into complying with the
resident’s demands. Even though he can barely remember his own name, China Joe expects the
country to get injected at “warp speed” because he believes that this is the only way to stop the
Chinese Virus from spreading throughout the media.

“Does this vaccine manipulate or affect our genetics?” asked one commenter at Fox News. “Are there
any long-term effects?”

“When we can start getting some transparency from RELIABLE health professionals who DON’T work
for the government, THEN I’ll be more apt to make an INFORMED decision from people I trust … And
no … I don’t trust the government. Why should any of us?”

Others pointed out that the government has no right to probe into people’s medical records to even
know whether or not they were injected. What Biden is doing, in other words, is against the law.
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